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Abstract: After the victory of Islamic revolution, the rate of population highly increased in Iran. As 
you know the population of Iran increased from 33/709/000 to 49/405/000 millions during ten years. 
This increasing rate of population was un precedent in Iran history and resolution immense increasing 
population of Iran in the first decade of Islamic revolution. The main reason of the increase was the 
government encouragement policy upon the population increasing of the country at the first years of 
Islamic revolution. For example, giving ground or house to the family with more than 7 people were in 
prior. In spite of the fact that at the end of the war the policy of controlling population become the task 
of government was the order of meant. But the increasing rate of population according to encouraging 
policy.(Izadi:2005:105) in first decade of revolution lead to population revolution in Iran society, and 
this phenomena beside other factors caused to created a new majority of affective thought in the 
middle decade of 1990. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Urbanizing in Iran after Reza shah's power; started a developing process. Some of the investigators divided, 
urbanizing in contemporary Iran divided into two stages slow and fast stages and had investigated fast 
urbanizing in two times (1967-1978) and (1978).(Izadi, 2005) Regarding from the aspect of transition 
relationship and Democratic demands developing demands first we should say that with respect ingress to 
Democracy development is a bilateral effect. Negative effect on the process of transition to Democracy, is 
caused by tactics velocity of this Phenomenon and also, forming, civic, out skirts civic were one of the most 
effective forces in the victory of Islamic revolution, that after revolution acted on antagonist forces. In fact civic 
were one of the main factors of Islamic revolution undemocratic Dimension prevalence on Democratic 
dimension in the first years or Islamic Revolution consequently, should say that civic development as long as 
don't become mingled with proportional facilities and developing of Modern civic culture actually is not 
considered appositive factor in regarding to forming democratic demands. 
 
Method: 
The Development of Modern Urbanism Culture: 
 The number of Iran's cities during forty - year - period increased from 200 cities in 1956 to 373 cities in 
1976 and eventually 612 cities in 1996.(The Population of Iran`s Cities : Distributing and Catigoration, 2003:42) 
This ascension process also continued in the years after the  Second Khordad Movement  in Iran. Establishing 
and assigning new civic places beside immigration factor are the main factors of developing urbanizing in Iran. 
(Ibid: 42) For instance, during 1999 - 2007, 171 new civic parts had formed, in the country. 
     In 1980 (1359) the amount of population of the civic parts and rural parts in Iran had been the same and each 
of them formed %50 of the country's population for the first time in 1986, Iran's society changed to such a 
society with the prevalence of civic population.(izadi:ibid:120) The average development of yearly civic 
population had been during (1956 - 1966), (1966 - 1976), (1976 - 1986), (1986- 1991), (1991 - 1996) was 5/1, 
4/9, 5/4, 3/6, 2.95 percents.(Fouzi:Ibid:273) 
 
Result: 
 
 The following table shows that the Iran's burgess population during (1956 - 1996) increased about 
21/000/000 people. 
 According to the yearly average development rate of population in Iran can concluded that with passing the 
times and because of the burgess population increase, the rate of population in Iran has been decreased. 
Comparing 5/1 developing rate during (1956 - 1966) with 2/9 developing rate in (1991 -1996) confirm this 
claim. 
 According to what has been told before, fast urbanizing does not consider as a positive factor with the 
respect to the democratic demands. 
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Table 1: 
Tehran population 
portion percent out of 
total country population 

Each era increase 
 

 
Cities 
number 

 
Number civic 

 
Cities number 
civic 

 
Census 
year   Proportionate Absolute 

     8/0         _     _    200     31/7 6002621 1956 
     13/4    61/2%   3793189    272     38 9795810 1966 
     12/2    69/3%     1098988    496     54/3 26844561 1986 
      0    18/6%  4992037    512     57 31836598 1991 
     11/3    15/6%   4981191     612     61/3 36817789 1996 

             
Discussion: 
 Consequently, thus should say that burgess developing in an effective factor in forming democratic 
demands only when be a forming  other effective factors in democratic demands appearance or be in the service 
of their consolidating and fortifying for example increasing of literacy and for instance Modern teaching 
development is one of the effective factors in forming democracy. Now if burgess developing be the intrigue of 
the citizen literacy level of the promotion developing and wide spreading Modern teaching, can know burgess as 
an effective factor in regarding to transition to democracy. Although, it seems that burgess developing is 
frequently at the service of the transition to democracy but can we show cases in contemporary political history 
that disorder increasing of the burgess population had acted against Democracy's fulfillment or across the 
annihilation in Iran there was indirect relationship between burgess and literacy. In 1956 the ratio of educated 
people in cities had been %333 and in villages %6. This figure in 1956 reached to %65.5 in cities and %30.6 in 
villages. In 1986 %73/3 in cities and %48.7 (Amani, 2001: 107) in villages according to this statistics, the 
number of educated people in cities had been more than villages. Moreover, the developing of burgess caused to 
citizen's prosperity of social motion possibility and social pavilion promotion. In any case concerning the effect 
of burgess in forming the motion of Second Khordad Movement in Iran. should say that the developing of 
burgess in the years after revolution availed a suitable ground in the direction of forming developing politics of 
the Hashemi's government, increasing the level of literacy, circulating democratic values, expanding Modern 
civic culture and consolidating new average class. For example one of the advisabilities of developing burgess 
in Iran had been increasing building residential apartments citizen's dwelling and especially young couples in 
these flats instead of old houses had an important role in the aggravation of Iranian's families keeping distance 
from traditional family occasions. Mohammad Javad Gholamreza Kashi writes regarding the cities role in 
annihilation city has special circumstances and shows a distinct structure of life city is as a special, environment 
of collective living raptures traditional affiliation in social area. Civic environment is a various environment of 
living area. Perhaps the more correct interpretation is that we consider city as breeding positions area city 
reduces common control in village space structure and for this reason individual feels more freedom but this 
affair caused to unsymmetrical and many experiences individual against the village's closed space but warm, 
with cold space, harshness. Faces loneliness but anyhow is not able to release it because an such environment 
profit by divulging individual creativeness civic life possess both mentioned negative and positive property city 
beside it's interrupted property, should supply modals of substituting co - relation. 
 The beneficial and dexterous co - relations in civic environment make the positive civic life more 
salient.(Kashi:2006:9). 
 
Conclusion: 
  On the whole transition for ingress to democracy via expending democratic and new values in civic 
environment is easier than rural environment and this affair occurred in the era before Second Khordad 
Movement in Iran society cultural background developing education.(Esmaeili Sangari:2012:103). 
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